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Developing an SEO Plan
Developing A Strategy

1) Fix Everything From Technical Assessment
2) Build a Site Map
3) Conduct Keyword Research
4) Map Keywords
5) Do Competitive Research



Sitemap
Online Mapping
www.lucidchart.com

http://www.lucidchart.com/


Merge Data
Map your keywords to pages = Keyword Targets



Competitive Research

1) Page Titles
2) Target Keywords
3) Description & Heading Tags
4) Content Quality (keywords, amount of text, readability)
5) Link Partners / Domain Authority / Page Authority



Document The Competition



Keyword Parameters



Keyword Parameters Document



Keyword Parameters Document



Link Strategy



Link Strategy (Directories)



Technical Parameters Document



Technical Parameters Document



Technical Parameters Document



Most Common Mistakes
Mistakes in Broken Codes:
1. 4xx errors
4xx codes mean that a page is broken and cannot be reached. They can also apply to working pages when something is 
blocking them from being crawled.

2. Pages not crawled
This occurs when a page cannot be reached for one of two reasons: 
1) the response time of your website is over five seconds; or 
2) your server denied access to the page.

3. Broken internal links
These are links that lead users to pages to a non-functioning page, which can damage UX and SEO.

4. Broken external links
These are links that lead users to pages that don’t exist on another site, which sends negative signals to search engines.

5. Broken internal images
This is flagged when a picture file no longer exists, or its URL is misspelled.



Most Common Mistakes
Under-optimizing Meta Tags:



Most Common Mistakes
Meta Tag Mistakes:

• 1. Duplicate title tags and meta descriptions
Two or more pages with the same titles and descriptions make it difficult for search engines to properly determine 
relevance and, in turn, rankings.

• 2. Missing H1 tags
H1 tags help search engines determine the topic of your content. If they are missing, there will be gaps in Google’s 
understanding of your website.

• 3. Missing meta descriptions
Well-written meta descriptions help Google understand relevance and encourage users to click on your result. If they are 
missing, click-through rates can fall.

• 4. Missing ALT attributes
ALT attributes provide search engines and visually impaired people with descriptions of the images in your content. 
Without them, relevance is lost and engagement can suffer.

• 5. Duplicate H1 tags and title tags
When H1 tags and title tags are the same on any given page, it can look over-optimized and it can mean opportunities to 
rank for other relevant keywords have been missed.



Most Common Mistakes
Duplication:
• Duplicate content has the capacity to damage your rankings - and potentially for a while.

• You should steer clear of duplicating any kind of content from any kind of site out there, whether 
they are a direct competitor or not.

• Look out for duplicate descriptions, paragraphs and entire sections of copy, duplicate H1 tags 
across multiple pages and URL issues, such as www and non-www versions of the same page.



Most Common Mistakes
Neglecting Internal and External Link Optimization:
• The links that guide your visitors in and out of your customer journeys can damage your overall 

user experience and, in turn, your search performance. Google simply will not rank sites that 
deliver a poor user experience.



Most Common Mistakes
Indexing Problems:
• There are many factors that can prevent your website from being indexed, even if you seem to 

have no issues with crawlability. .



Creating Effective SEO Elements

1) Page Titles
2) Description Tags
3) Heading Tags
4) Creating Quality Content



Page Titles
The page title code is the single most important code for SEO on your page.

1) Length: Titles are best if they fall between 35-60 Characters (Max 600 Pixels)
- Too short are bad  - Too Long are Bad

2) Keyword Placement: Keyword Phrase should always be first
3) Keyword Usage: Only use the keyword once in a page title
4) Add differentiators to help improve relevancy:

- Secondary Keyword     - City or State for Location    - Review / For Sale /    - Company name Last

5) Long Tail Page Titles: Best used in Blog Posts



Page Titles
Good Examples:

Anvil Covers and Urethane Rotary Die Cutting Blankets

Contour Roll Forming Machines - Erie Press Systems

Bad Examples:

Home| ABC Steel Company

ABC Steel Company | Products



Description Tags
Not a ranking factor but help with Click Through rate.



Description Tags
Not a ranking factor but help with Click Through rate.

1) Think like your customer! What are they looking for?
2) Length: It's best to keep meta descriptions long enough that they're sufficiently 

descriptive, so we recommend descriptions between 50–160 characters. (900 
Pixels)

3) Keyword Usage: Only use the keyword once in the description but include 
location city state for local search.

4) Grab Their Attention: Set their expectation and create a description that makes 
them want to come into your site.



Heading Tags
They can indirectly influence your rankings by making your content easier and more enjoyable for 
visitors to read.

1. Use Headers to Provide Structure
• Your H1 introduces the topic your page is all about, just as a title tells a reader what a book is all about.

• The H2s are akin to book chapters, describing the main topics you’ll cover in sections of the article.

• Subsequent headers, H3s to H6s, serve as additional sub-headings within each section, just as a book chapter may be split 
up by multiple sub-topics.

2. Use Headers to Break Up Text
• The data backs up these claims. Only 16% of internet users read an article word-for-word. The rest are scanning.

• Act as reading speed Bumps.

3. Only one H1 Tag but Multiple H2 Tags
• Google only reads the first H1 tag on a page

• Make sure the H1 Tag is not wrapped around your logo



Heading Tags
1. Include Keywords in your heading tags
• While headers are not going to have as large an impact on your SEO as a backlink from an authoritative site, Google still 

looks at them to gather context for your page.

• Don’t Keyword Stuff! Your page should be readable first and foremost, and naturally include keywords.

2. Don’t Duplicate your Page Title
• The H1 tag should include your keyword tag but should not be the duplicate content as your page title.

3. Make them Interesting
• Keeps users attention

• Reduces scanning



Heading Tags



URL Structure
When it comes to your website, your URLs are often the first thing 
Google and customers will see.

URLs are also the building blocks of an effective site hierarchy, 
passing equity through your domain and directing users to their 
desired destinations.

They can be tricky to correct if you don’t plan ahead, as you can end 
up with endless redirect loops. Neither Google nor your site visitors will 
appreciate those.



URL Structure
1. Include keywords in your URL: www.abc.com/keyword-phrase

2. Use – Dashes not Underscores _

3. Not Too Long Not Too Short: Shorter URLs are, generally speaking, preferable. You don't need to 
take this to the extreme, and if your URL is already less than 50-60 characters, don't worry about it at all. But if 
you have URLs pushing 100+ characters, there's probably an opportunity to rewrite them and gain value.

4. Eliminate Dynamic Elements: 
• Lower click-through rate in the search results, in emails, and on forums/blogs where they're cut and 

pasted
• A greater chance of cutting off the end of the URL, resulting in a 404 or other error when 

copying/pasting
• Lower keyword relevance and keyword prominence
• Does not typically create an accurate expectation of what the user will see prior to reaching the page

http://www.abc.com/keyword-phrase


Alt Image Tags
1. Alt text improves accessibility
2. Incorporate keywords into your alt tags if they match the image
3. Google focuses on the first 3 instances of alt tags per page
4. They help you ranking in Google image search
5. Alt text serves as anchor text for image links



Alt Image Tags - WordPress



Tools to Help You

https://seomofo.com/snippet-optimizer.html



Creating Quality Content
The content you put on a page is critical to how you rank for a given keyword
search and affects how your audience views your company and its ability to solve 
their needs.

You must address what your audience is looking for and not just transcribe your 
brochure to the website. Remember a brochure already has the attention of a 
target audience where as the digital world is a wider net of people shopping for 
answers.

Content can increase the target users interest and trust in a company and can drive 
them to contacting you as a lead or sale. Poor execution will hurt serach visibility 
and how new prospects view your business.



Creating Quality Content
Tips and Guides

Good content needs more than 300 words minimally  or else it may be deemed thin
content.

The right amount is not set for all pages. It is based on the competitiveness of other
websites, specifically the top ranking sites.

Good content should have the target keywords in the text, preferably at the 
beginning and end of the body text.

Bad content either doesn’t include the target keyword or uses it so many times it 
gets penalized and turns off the reader.



Creating Quality Content
Good content addresses the intent of the searcher. Am I buying? Am I getting 
information? Or any I learning about a subject?

Good Content is organized… It should make the delivered information look easy to 
read and understand and be complete enough to get the user to take action.

Good Content uses images to break up text and add interest to the page.

Videos also add interest and keep a user on the page longer (Dwell Time)



Elements

Concise but robust content to explain a product 
service or capability

Video to add more detail

Bullet points for users looking for main points

Easy to read copy that isn’t too complicated but 
demonstrate expertise of the subject matter.



Elements

Organized content using headers to break up text

Bullet points and links to other pages

Attention getting “call To Actions” get people to 
move to other pages



Elements

Organized content using headers to break up text

Tabs to display additional content with having to 
scroll down the page too far.



How to Capture Good Content

1) Sometimes assigning writing content is difficult
2) People are focused on writing and not thinking

about content but writing bullet points
3) Consider recoding or interviewing a subject matter 

expert to capture how you realte to a customer. 



How to Capture Good Content
Use an online meeting program to interview the 
subject matter expert.

Sales Person
Engineer
Customer Service

Record the online session

Act like you are a new customer and have the 
interviewee talk about the subject you are writing 
about.



How to Capture Good Content

Use an online transcribing service to convert your 
recoding into a word document

Clean up unwanted discussion from transcription

Send the copy to the writer or subject matter expert 
and have them develop copy from the answers 
captured in the document



How to Capture Good Content

Enter your draft copy into a program like SEM Rush 
Writing Assistant

It will compare your text to the top ranking web 
pages for a given keyword

Optionally you can set whether it is more National 
SEO or Local Search



How to Capture Good Content



How to Capture Good Content



Site Migration

1) Make a backup copy of the existing website
2) Clear the entire web root folder of all existing files
3) Make a list of all existing website URLs
4) Create a 301 redirect list of old to new file URLs
5) Implement a redirect script in your new web

directory in the htaccess file.



Site Migration Test

1) Test you new site (create a simple technical audit)
2) Add the new site map in Google Search Console
3) Monitor indexed pages in Google Search Console
4) Type in old URLs and make sure they properly

redirect.



End of Session 4

Questions 

Assistance
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